
Day 6

Maths
(1 hour)

L.O. I am learning to describe coordinate positions on a grid.

Click on the link below to watch the lesson:

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/describing-coordinate-pos
itions-on-a-grid-6hgpat?step=1&activity=video

Now complete the main activity in today’s folder and use the video to
mark your answers.

Pink:
L.O. I am learning to describe positions on a 2D grid as
coordinates.

Click on the link below to watch the lesson:

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-describe-positions-on-a
-2d-grid-as-coordinates-c4w66r?step=1&activity=video

Now complete the pink activity in today’s folder and use the video to
mark your answers.

English
(1 hour)

LO. I am learning to summarise.
Part 1: Today you are going to be listening to the next part of ‘Carrie’s War’.
Before you listen, can you predict what will happen when Carrie and Nick go
inside the house? Listen to the end of episode 3 to jog your memories if you
need to – it was left on a cliff hanger!  Open ‘Reading Lesson Part 1’ for today
and follow the instructions, listening to each part of the episode and completing
the tasks as you go.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks1--ks2-episode4-carries-war/
zmnfqp3

Part 2: Now open ‘Reading Lesson Part 2’ and follow the instructions. You will
also need the task document to complete this part of the lesson.

Challenge: Can you storyboard the key events that have happened so far
from the very beginning (episode 1-4)? You might want to get creative and
turn this into a comic strip.

Science
(1 hour)

LO. I am learning about refraction.

Follow this link for today’s lesson:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-refraction-and-ho
w-can-we-use-it-cmv34e

As you progress through the leeson, pause the video to answer the
questions and complete the investigation.  You will need a piece of paper
and a glass of water to complete the investigation for this lesson.

Computing
(1 hour)

LO. I am learning about how systems work (Part 2). A system can be
a physical computer or something that works like a computer.

Click this link to complete the lesson:
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https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/systems-cgvpad

Attached to the Google Classroom, you will find the resources you need
to complete with the lesson (The lesson will tell you when you need
them).

After the lesson, you will need to complete the Exit Quiz:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/systems-cgvpad?step=3&
activity=exit_quiz

Additional
Learning
Challenges

Please continue to read daily and record this in your planners. Remember
to record the book title, pages read and adult signature.

Play Times Tables Rock Stars and Numbots to help develop your rapid
recall of number facts.

Practise your spellings for the week by playing on Spelling Shed.

Don’t forget the optional World War Two project too!
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